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Abstract. In this paper, we design a benchmark task and provide the
associated datasets for recognizing face images and link them to corre-
sponding entity keys in a knowledge base. More specifically, we propose
a benchmark task to recognize one million celebrities from their face
images, by using all the possibly collected face images of this individ-
ual on the web as training data. The rich information provided by the
knowledge base helps to conduct disambiguation and improve the recog-
nition accuracy, and contributes to various real-world applications, such
as image captioning and news video analysis. Associated with this task,
we design and provide concrete measurement set, evaluation protocol, as
well as training data. We also present in details our experiment setup
and report promising baseline results. Our benchmark task could lead
to one of the largest classification problems in computer vision. To the
best of our knowledge, our training dataset, which contains 10M images
in version 1, is the largest publicly available one in the world.
Keywords: Face recognition, large scale, benchmark, training data, celebrity
recognition, knowledge base
1 Introduction
In this paper, we design a benchmark task as to recognize one million celebrities
from their face images and identify them by linking to the unique entity keys in a
knowledge base. We also construct associated datasets to train and test for this
benchmark task. Our paper is mainly to close the following two gaps in current
face recognition, as reported in [1]. First, there has not been enough effort in
determining the identity of a person from a face image with disambiguation,
especially at the web scale. The current face identification task mainly focuses
on finding similar images (in terms of certain types of distance metric) for the
input image, rather than answering questions such as “who is in the image?”
and “if it is Anne in the image, which Anne?”. This lacks an important step of
“recognizing”. The second gap is about the scale. The publicly available datasets
are much smaller than that being used privately in industry, such as Facebook
[2,3] and Google [4], as summarized in Table 1. Though the research in face
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recognition highly desires large datasets consisting of many distinct people, such
large dataset is not easily or publicly accessible to most researchers. This greatly
limits the contributions from research groups, especially in academia.
Our benchmark task has the following properties. First, we define our face
recognition as to determine the identity of a person from his/her face images.
More specifically, we introduce a knowledge base into face recognition, since
the recent advance in knowledge bases has demonstrated incredible capability
of providing accurate identifiers and rich properties for celebrities. Examples
include Satori knowledge graph in Microsoft and “freebase” in [5]. Our face
recognition task is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
Input: Face image from the web
Task: To Recognize the face image and Link
to the corresponding entity in knowledge base
Knowledge base (partial view)
…
Fig. 1. An example of our face recognition task. Our task is to recognize the face in the
image and then link this face with the corresponding entity key in the knowledge base.
By recognizing the left image to be “Anne Hathaway” and linking to the entity key,
we know she is an American actress born in 1982, who has played Mia Thermopolis
in The Princess Diaries, not the other Anne Hathaway who was the wife of William
Shakespeare. Input image is from the web. 2
Linking the image with an entity key in the knowledge base, rather than an
isolated string for a person’s name naturally solves the disambiguation issue in
the traditional face recognition task. Moreover, the linked entity key is associated
with rich and comprehensive property information in the knowledge base, which
makes our task more similar to human behavior compared with traditional face
identification, since retrieving the individual’s name as well as the associated
information naturally takes place when humans are viewing a face image. The
rich information makes our face recognition task practical and beneficial to many
real applications, including image search, ranking, caption generation, image
deep understanding, etc.
Second, our benchmark task targets at recognizing celebrities. Recognizing
celebrities, rather than a pre-selected private group of people, represents public
interest and could be directly applied to a wide range of real scenarios. More-
1 Image resource: http://www.hdwallpapers.in/anne hathaway 2-wallpapers.html, re-
trieved by image.bing.com.
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over, only with popular celebrities, we can leverage the existing information (e.g.
name, profession) in the knowledge base and the information on the web to build
a large-scale dataset which is publicly available for training, measurement, and
re-distributing under certain licenses. The security department may have many
labeled face images for criminal identification, but the data can not be publicly
shared.
Third, we select one million celebrities from freebase and provide their
associated entity keys, and encourage researchers to build recognizers to identify
each people entity. Considering each entity as one class may lead to, to the best
of our knowledge, the largest classification problem in computer vision. The clear
definition and mutually exclusiveness of these classes are supported by the unique
entity keys and their associated properties provided by the knowledge base, since
in our dataset, there are a significant amount of celebrities having same/similar
names. This is different from generic image classification, where to obtain a large
number of exclusive classes with clear definition itself is a challenging and open
problem [6].
The large scale of our problem naturally introduces the following attractive
challenges. With the increased number of classes, the inter-class variance tends
to decrease. There are celebrities look very similar to each other (or even twins)
in our one-million list. Moreover, large intra-class variance is introduced by pop-
ular celebrities with millions of images available, as well as celebrities with very
large appearance variation (e.g., due to age, makeups, or even sex reassignment
surgery).
In order to evaluate the performance of our benchmark task, we provide con-
crete measurement set and evaluation protocol. Our measurement set consists
of images for a subset of celebrities in our one-million celebrity list. The celebri-
ties are selected in a way that, our measurement set mainly focuses on popular
celebrities to represent the interest of real application and users, while the mea-
surement set still maintains enough (about 25%) tail celebrities to encourage the
performance on celebrity coverage. We manually label images for these celebri-
ties carefully. The correctness of our labeling is ensured by deep research on the
web content, consensus verification, and multiple iterations of carefully review.
In order to make our measurement more challenging, we blend a set of distrac-
tor images with this set of carefully labeled images. The distractor images are
images of other celebrities or ordinary people on the web, which are mainly used
to hide the celebrities we select in the measurement.
Along with this challenging yet attractive large scale benchmark task pro-
posed, we also provide a very large training dataset to facilitate the task. The
training dataset contains about 10M images for 100K top celebrities selected
from our one-million celebrity list in terms of their web appearance frequency.
Our training data is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest publicly avail-
able one in the world, as shown in Table 1. We plan to further extend the
size in the near future. For each of the image in our training data, we provide
the thumbnail of the original image and cropped face region from the original
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image (with/without alignment). This is to maximize the convenience for the
researchers to investigate using this data.
With this training data, we trained a convolutional deep neural network with
the classification setup (by considering each entity as one class). The experimen-
tal results show that without extra effort in fine-tuning the model structure, we
recognize 44.2% of the images in the measurement set with the precision 95%
(hard case, details provided in section 4). We provide the details of our exper-
iment setup and experimental results to serve as a very promising baseline in
section 4.
Contribution Summary Our contribution in this paper is summarized as
follows.
– We design a benchmark task: to recognize one million celebrities from their
face images, and link to their corresponding entity keys in freebase [5].
– We provide the following datasets,2
– One million celebrities selected from freebase with corresponding entity
keys , and a snapshot for freebase data dumps;
– Manually labeled measurement set with carefully designed evaluation
protocol;
– A large scale training dataset, with face region cropped and aligned (to
the best of our knowledge, the largest publicly available one).
– We provide promising baseline performance with our training data to inspire
more research effort on this task.
Our benchmark task could lead to a very large scale classification problem
in computer vision with meaningful real applications. This benefits people in
experimenting different recognition models (especially fine-grained neural net-
work) with the given training/testing data. Moreover, we encourage people to
bring in more outside data and evaluate experimental results in a separate track.
2 Related works
Typically, there are two types of tasks for face recognition. One is very well-
studied, called face verification, which is to determine whether two given face
images belong to the same person. Face verification has been heavily investi-
gated. One of the most widely used measurement sets for verification is Labeled
Faces in the Wild (LFW) in [7,8], which provides 3000 matched face image pairs
and 3000 mismatched face image pairs, and allows researchers to report verifi-
cation accuracy with different settings. The best performance on LFW datasets
has been frequently updated in the past several years. Especially, with the “un-
restricted, labeled outside data” setting, multiple research groups have claimed
higher accuracy than human performance for verification task on LFW [4,9].
2 Instructions and download links: http://msceleb.org
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Recently, the interest in the other type of face recognition task, face identifi-
cation, has greatly increased [9,10,11,3]. For typical face identification problems,
two sets of face images are given, called gallery set and query set. Then the task
is, for a given face image in the query set, to find the most similar faces in the
gallery image set. When the gallery image set only has a very limited number
(say, less than five) of face images for each individual, the most effective solution
is still to learn a generic feature which can tell whether or not two face images
are the same person, which is essentially still the problem of face verification.
Currently, the MegaFace in [11] might be one of the most difficult face identi-
fication benchmarks. The difficulty of MegaFace mainly comes from the up-to
one million distractors blended in the gallery image set. Note that the query set
in MegaFace are selected from images from FaceScrub [12] and FG-NET [13],
which contains 530 and 82 persons respectively.
Several datasets have been published to facilitate the training for the face
verification and identification tasks. Examples include LFW [7,8], Youtube Face
Database (YFD) [14], CelebFaces+ [15], and CASIA-WebFace [16]. In LFW,
13000 images of faces were collected from the web, and then carefully labeled with
celebrities’ names. The YFD contains 3425 videos of 1595 different people. The
CelebFace+ dataset contains 202, 599 face images of 10, 177 celebrities. People
in CelebFaces+ and LFW are claimed to be mutually exclusive. The CASIA-
WebFace [16] is currently the largest dataset which is publicly available, with
about 10K celebrities, and 500K images. A quick summary is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Face recognition datasets
Dataset Available people images
IJB-A [17] public 500 5712
LFW [7,8] public 5K 13K
YFD [14] public 1595 3425 videos
CelebFaces [15] public 10K 202K
CASIA-WebFace [16] public 10K 500K
Ours public 100K about 10M
Facebook private 4K 4400K
Google private 8M 100-200M
As shown in Table 1, our training dataset is considerably larger than the
publicly available datasets. Another uniqueness of our training dataset is that
our dataset focuses on facilitating our celebrity recognition task, so our dataset
needs to cover as many popular celebrities as possible, and have to solve the
data disambiguation problem to collect right images for each celebrity. On the
other hand, the existing datasets are mainly used to train a generalizable face
feature, and celebrity coverage is not a major concern for these datasets. There-
fore, for the typical existing dataset, if a name string corresponds to multiple
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celebrities (e.g., Mike Smith) and would lead to ambiguous image search result,
these celebrities are usually removed from the datasets to help the precision of
the collected training data [18].
3 Benchmark construction
Our benchmark task is to recognize one million celebrities from their face images,
and link to their corresponding entity keys in the knowledge base. Here we
describe how we construct this task in details.
3.1 One million celebrity list
We select one million celebrities to recognize from a knowledge graph called
freebase [5], where each entity is identified by a unique key (called machine
identifier, MID in freebase) and associated with rich properties. We require that
the entities we select are human beings in the real world and have/had public
attentions.
The first step is to select a subset of entities (from freebase [5]) which corre-
spond to real people using the criteria in [1]. In freebase, there are more than 50
million topics capsulated in about 2 billion triplets. Note that we don’t include
any person if his/her facial appearance is unknown or not clearly defined.
The second step is to rank all the entities in the above subset according to
the frequency of their occurrence on the web [1]. We select the top one million
entities to form our celebrity list and provide their entity keys (MID) in freebase.
We concern the public attention (popularity on the web) for two reasons. First,
we want to align our benchmark task with the interest of real applications. For
applications like image search, image annotations and deep understanding, and
image caption generation, the recognition of popular celebrities would be more
attractive to most of the users than ordinary people. Second, we include popular
celebrities so that we have better chance to obtain multiple authority images for
each of them to enable our training, testing, and re-distributing under certain
licenses.
We present the distribution of the one million celebrities in different aspects
including profession, nationality, age, and gender. In our one million celebrity
list, we include persons with more than 2000 different professions (Fig. 2 (a)),
and come from more than 200 distinct countries/regions (Fig. 2 (b)), which in-
troduces a great diversity to our data. We cover all the major races in the world
(Caucasian, Mongoloid, and Negroid). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2 (c), we cover
a large range of ages in our list. Though we do not manually select celebrities
to make the profession (or gender, nationality, age) distribution uniform, the
diversity (gender, age, profession, race, nationality) of our celebrity list is guar-
anteed by the large scale of our dataset. This is different from [17], in which
there are about 500 subjects so the manual balancing over gender distribution
is inevitable.
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Actor
Screenwriter
Film director
Film Producer
Politician
Writer
Singer
Musician
Baseball player
Film Editor
(a) Professions
America
Great Britain, Albion
Germany
Canada
France
Japan
Italia
Australia
India
Russian
(b) Nationality
0
50000
100000
150000
200000
(c) Date of Birth
Male Female
(d) Gender
Fig. 2. Distribution of the properties of the celebrities in our one-million list in different
aspects. The large scale of our dataset naturally introduces great diversity. As shown
in (a) and (b), we include persons with more than 2000 different professions, and come
from more than 200 distinct countries/regions. The figure (c) demonstrates that we
don’t include celebrities who were born before 1846 (long time before the first roll-
film specialized camera “Kodak” was invented [19]) and covers celebrities of a large
variance of age. In (d), we notice that we have more females than males in our one-
million celebrity list. This might be correlated with the profession distribution in our
list.
Note that our property statistics are limited to the availability of freebase
information. Some celebrities in our one million list do not have complete prop-
erties. If a certain celebrity does not have property A available in freebase, we
do not include this celebrity for the statistic calculation of the property A.
3.2 Celebrity selection for measurement
In order to evaluate the recognition performance on the one million celebrities
obtained in the last subsection, we build up a measurement set which includes
a set of carefully labeled images blended with another set of randomly selected
face images as distractors. The measurement set construction is described in
details in the following subsections, while the evaluation protocol is described in
Section 4.
For the labeled images, we sample a subset of celebrities 3 from the one-
million celebrity list due to limited labeling resource. The sampling weight is
designed in a way that, our measurement set mainly focuses on top celebrities
3 Currently there are 1500. We will increase the number of celebrities in our measure-
ment set in the future.
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(rank among the top in the occurrence frequency list) to represent the interest
of real applications and users, yet maintain a certain amount of tail celebrities
(celebrities not mentioned frequently on the web, e.g., from 1 to 10 times in
total) to guarantee the measurement coverage over the one-million list.
More specifically, let fi denote the number of documents mentioned the i
th
celebrity on the web. Following the method in [1], we set the probability for the
ith celebrity to get selected to be proportional to f ′i , defined as,
f ′i = f
1√
5
i , (1)
where the exponent 1/
√
5 is obtained empirically to include more celebrities with
small f .
Though it seems to be a natural solution, we do not set the sampling weights
to be proportional to fi, since this option will make our measurement set barely
contain any celebrities from the bottom 90% in our one-million list (ordered
by fi). The reason is that the distribution of f is very long-tailed. More than
90% of the celebrities have f smaller than 30, while the top celebrities have f
larger than one million. We need to include sufficient number of tail celebrities
to encourage researchers to work on the hard cases to improve the performance
from the perspective of recognition coverage. This is the reason that we applied
the adjustment in (1).
With the sampling weight f ′ in (1) applied, our measurement set still mainly
focuses on the most popular celebrities, while about 25% of the celebrities in
our measurement set come from the bottom 90% in our one-million celebrity list
(ordered by f). If we do not apply the adjustment in (1), but just use f as the
sampling weight, less than 10% of the celebrities in the measurement set come
from the bottom 90% in our one-million celebrity list.
Since the list of the celebrities in our measurement set is not exposed 4, and
our measurement set contains 25% of the celebrities in our measurement set
come from the bottom 90%, researchers need to include as many celebrities as
possible (not only the popular ones) from our one-million list to improve the
performance of coverage. This pushes the scale of our task to be very large.
3.3 Labeling for measurement
After we have the set of celebrities for measurement, we provide two images for
each of the celebrity. The correctness of our image labeling is ensured by deep
research on the web content, multiple iterations of carefully review, and very
rigorous consensus verification. Details are listed as follows.
Scraping Scraping provides image candidates for each of the celebrities selected
for the measurement set. Though in the end we provide only two images per
celebrity for evaluation, we scraped about 30 images per celebrities. During the
4 We publish the images for 500 celebrities, called development set, while hold the rest
1000 for grand challenges.
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scraping procedure, we applied different search queries, including the celebrity’s
name, name plus profession, and names in other languages (if available). The
advantages of introducing multiple variations of the query used for each celebrity
is that with multiple queries, we have better chance to capture the images which
are truly about the given celebrity. Moreover, the variation of the query and
scraping multiple images also brings in the diversity to the images for the given
celebrity. Especially for the famous celebrities, the top one image returned by
search engine is typically his/her representative image (frontal facial image with
high quality), which is relatively easier to recognize, compared with the other
images returned by the search engine. We increase the scraping depth so that
we have more diverse images to be recognized for each of the celebrity.
Fig. 3. Labeling GUI for “Chuck Palhniuk”. (partial view) As shown in the figure, in
the upper right corner, a representative image and a short description is provided. For
a given image candidate, judge can label as “not for this celebrity” (red), “yes for this
celebrity” (green), or “broken image” (dark gray).
Label Labeling picks up the images which are truly about the given celebrity.
As shown in Fig.3, for each given celebrity, we (all the authors) manually label
all the scraped image candidates to be truly about this celebrity or not. Extreme
cautious was applied. We have access to the page which contains the scraped
image to be labeled. Whenever needed, the judge (the authors) is asked to visit
the original page with the scraped image and read the page content to guide
his/her labeling. The rich information on the original page benefits the quality
of the labeling, especially for a lot of the hard cases. Each of the image-celebrity
entity pair was judged by at least two persons. Whenever there is a conflict,
the two judges review together and provide the final decision based on verbal
discussion. In total, we have about 30K images labeled, spent hundreds of hours.
In our measurement set, we select two images for each of the celebrity to
keep the evaluation cost low. We have two subset (each of them have the same
celebrity list), described as follows.
– Random set
The image in this subset is randomly selected from the labeled images. One
image per celebrity. This set reveals how many celebrities are truly covered
by the models to be tested.
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– Hard set
The image in this subset is the one (from the labeled images) which is
the most different from any images in the training dataset. One image per
celebrity. This set is to evaluate the generalization ability of the model.
Then, we blend the labeled images with images from other celebrities or ordinary
people. The evaluation protocol is introduced in details in the next section.
4 Celebrity recognition
In this section, we set up the evaluation protocol for our benchmark task. More-
over, in order to facilitate the researchers to work on this problem, we provide
a training dataset which is encouraged (optional ) to use. We also present the
baseline performance obtained by using our provided training data. We also en-
courage researchers to train with outside data and evaluate in a separate track.
4.1 Evaluation Protocol
We evaluate the performance of our proposed recognition task in terms of pre-
cision and coverage (defined in the following subsection) using the settings de-
scribed as follows.
Setup We setup our evaluation protocol as follows. For a model to be tested,
we collect the model prediction for both the labeled image and distractors in the
measurement set. Note that we don’t expose which images in the measurement
are labeled ones or which are distractors. This setup avoids human labeling to
the measurement set, and encourages researchers to build a recognizer which
could robustly distinguish one million (as many as possible) people faces, rather
than focusing merely on a small group of people.
Moreover, during the training procedure, if the researcher leverages outside
data for training, we do not require participants to exclude celebrities in our
measurement from the training data set. Our measurement still evaluate the
generalization ability of our recognition model, due to the following reasons.
There are one million celebrities to be recognized in our task, and there are
millions of images for some popular celebrities on the web. It is practically im-
possible to include all the images for every celebrity in the list. On the other
hand, according to section 4.2, the images in our measurement set is typically
not the representative images for the given celebrity (e.g., the top one searching
result). Therefore the chance to include the measurement images in the train-
ing set is relatively low, as long as the celebrity list in the measurement set is
hidden. This is different from most of the existing face recognition benchmark
tasks, in which the measurement set is published and targeted on a small group
of people. For these traditional benchmark tasks, the evaluation generalization
ability relies on manually excluding the images (from the training set) of all the
persons in the measurement set (This is mainly based on the integrity of the
participants).
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Evaluation metric In the measurement set, we have n images, denoted by
{xi}ni=1. The first m images {xi|i = 1, 2, 3, ...,m} are the labeled images for our
selected celebrities, while the rest {xi|i = m+ 1, ..., n} are distractors. Note that
we hide the order of the images in the measurement set.
For the ith image, let g(xi) denote the ground truth label (entity key ob-
tained by labeling). For any model to be tested, we assume the model to output
{gˆ(xi), c(xi)} as the predicted entity key of the ith image, and its correspond-
ing prediction confidence. We allow the model to perform rejection. That is, if
c(xi) < t, where t is a preset threshold, the recognition result for image xi will
be ignored. We define the precision with the threshold t as,
P (t) =
|{xi|gˆ(xi) = g(xi) ∧ c(xi) ≥ t, i = 1, 2, ...,m}|
|{xi|c(xi) ≥ t, i = 1, 2, ...,m}| , (2)
where the nominator is the number of the images of which the prediction is
correct (and confidence score is larger than the threshold). The denominator
is the number of images (within the set {xi}mi=1) which the model does have
prediction (not reject to recognize).
The coverage in our protocol is defined as
C(t) =
|{xi|c(xi) ≥ t, i = 1, 2, ...,m}|
m
(3)
For each given t, a pair of precision P (t) and coverage C(t) can be obtained
for the model to be tested. The precision P (t) is a function of C(t). Our major
evaluation metric is the maximum of the coverage satisfying the condition of
precision, P (t) ≥ Pmin. The value of Pmin is 0.95 in our current setup. Other
metrics and analysis/discussions are also welcomed to report. The reason that we
prefer a fixed high precision and measure the corresponding coverage is because
in many real applications high precision is usually more desirable and of greater
value.
4.2 Training dataset
In order to facilitate the above face recognition task we provide a large training
dataset. This training dataset is prepared by the following two steps. First,
we select the top 100K entities from our one-million celebrity list in terms of
their web appearance frequency. Then, we retrieve approximately 100 images
per celebrity from popular search engines.
We do not provide training images for the entire one-million celebrity list for
the following considerations. First, limited by time and resource, we can only
manage to prepare a dataset of top 100K celebrities as a v1 dataset to facilitate
the participants to quickly get started. We will continuously extend the dataset
to cover more celebrities in the future. Moreover, as shown in the experimental
results in the next subsection, this dataset is already very promising to use. Our
training dataset covers about 75% of celebrities in our measurement set, which
implies that the upper bound of recognition recall rate based on the provided
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(a) Original Image
(b) Aligned Face Image
Fig. 4. Examples (subset) of the training images for the celebrity with entity key
m.06y3r (Steve Jobs). The image marked with a green rectangle is claimed to be Steve
Jobs when he was in high school. The image marked with a red rectangle is considered
as a noise sample in our dataset, since it is synthesized by combining one image of
Steve Jobs and one image of Ashton Kutcher, who is the actor in the movie “Jobs”.
training data cannot exceed 75%. Therefore, we also encourage the participants,
especially who are passionate to break this 75% upper bound to treat the dataset
development as one of the key problems in this challenge, and bring in outside
data to get higher recognition recall rate and compare experimental results in a
separate track. Especially, we encourage people label their data with entity keys
in the freebase snapshot we provided and publish, so that different dataset could
be easily united to facilitate collaboration.
On example in our training dataset is shown in Figure 4. As shown in the
figures, same celebrity may look very differently in different images. In Figure
4, we see images for Steve Jobs (m.06y3r) when he was about 20/30 years old,
as well as images when he was about 50 years old. The image at row 2, column
8 (in green rectangle) in Figure 4 is claimed to be Steve Jobs when he was in
high school. Notice that the image at row 2, column 3 in Figure 4, marked with
red rectangle is considered as a noise sample in our dataset, since this image
was synthesized by combining one image of Steve Jobs and one image of Ashton
Kutcher, who is the actor in the movie “Jobs”.
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As we have mentioned, we do not manually remove the noise in this training
data set. This is partially because to prepare training data of this size is beyond
the scale of manually labeling. In addition, we have observed that the state-of-
the-art deep neural network learning algorithm can tolerate a certain level of
noise in the training data. Though for a small percentage of celebrities their
image search result is far from perfect, more data especially more individuals
covered by the training data could still be of great value to the face recognition
research, which is also reported in [18]. Moreover, we believe that data cleaning,
noisy label removal, and learning with noisy data are all good and real problems
that are worth of dedicated research efforts. Therefore, we leave this problem
open and do not limit the use of outside training data.
4.3 Baseline
There are typically two categories of methods to recognize people from face
images. One is template-based. For methods in this category, a gallery set which
contains multiple images for the targeted group of people is pre-built. Then, for
the given image in the query set, the most similar image(s) in the gallery set
(according to some certain metrics or in pre-learned feature space) is retrieved,
and the annotation of this/these similar images are used to estimate the identity
of the given query image. When the gallery is not very large, this category of
methods is very convenient for adding/removing entities in the gallery since
the face feature representation could be learned in advance. However, when the
gallery is large, a complicated index needs to be built to shorten the retrieval
time. In this case, the flexibility of adding/removing entities for the methods in
this category vanishes. Moreover, the accuracy of the template-based methods
highly relies on the annotation accuracy in the gallery set. When there are many
people in the targeted group, accurate annotation is beyond human effort and
could be a very challenging problem itself.
We choose the second category, which is a model-based method. More specif-
ically, we model our problem as a classification problem and consider each
celebrity as a class.
In our experiment, we trained a deep neural network following the network
structure in [20]. Training a deep neural network for 100K celebrities is not a
trivial task. If we directly train the model from scratch, it is hard to see the model
starts to converge even after a long run due to the large number of categories. To
address this problem, we started from training a small model for 500 celebrities,
which have the largest numbers of images for each celebrity. In addition, we
used the pre-trained model from [20] to initialize this small model. This step is
optional, but we observed that it helps the training process converge faster. After
50, 000 iterations, we stopped to train this model, and used it as a pre-trained
model to initialize the full model of 100K celebrities. After 250, 000 iterations,
with learning rate decreased from the initial value 0.01 to 0.001 and 0.0001 after
100, 000 and 200, 000 iterations, the training loss decrease becomes very slow and
indiscernible. Then we stopped the training and used the last model snapshot to
evaluate the performance of celebrity recognition on our measurement set. The
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experimental results (on the published 500 celebrities) are shown in Fig. 5 and
Table 2.
Table 2. Experimental results on the 500 published celebrities
Coverage@Precision 99% Coverage@Precision 95%
Hard Set 0.052 0.442
Random Set 0.606 0.728
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(b) Zoom-in
Fig. 5. Precision-coverage curve with our baseline model
The promising results can be attributed to the deep neural network capabil-
ity and the high quality of image search results thanks for years of improvement
in image search engines. However, the curves also shows that the task is indeed
very challenge. To achieve both high precision and high recall, a great amount
of research efforts need to be spent on data collection, cleaning, learning algo-
rithm, and model generalization, which are valuable problems to computer vision
researchers.
5 Discussion and Future work
In this paper, we have defined a benchmark task which is to recognize one
million celebrities in the world from their face images, and link the face to
a corresponding entity key in a knowledge base. Our face recognition has the
property of disambiguation, and close to the human behavior in recognizing
images. We also provide concrete measurement set for people to evaluate the
model performance easily, and provide, to the best of our knowledge, the largest
training dataset to facilitate research in the area.
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Beyond face recognition, our datasets could inspire other research topics.
For example, people could adopt one of the cutting-edge unsupervised/semi-
supervised clustering algorithms [21] [22] [23] [24] on our training dataset, and/or
develop new algorithms which can accurately locate and remove outliers in a
large, real dataset. Another interesting topic is the to build estimators to predict
a person’s properties from his/her face images. For example, the images in our
training dataset are associated with entity keys in knowledge base, of which the
gender information (or other properties) could be easily retrieved. People could
train a robust gender classifier for the face images in the wild based on this large
scale training data. We look forward to exciting research inspired by our training
dataset and benchmark task.
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